
 

 

UUVV  LLaammppss..  

  
BBllaacckklliittee  UUVV  llaammppss  ––  AACCSSBBLL44  &&  AACCSSBBLL22  

 

UV blacklight fluorescent inspection processes make working life easier for quality control engineers, forensic 
scientists, fire officers and auction houses to name but a few. Under UV blacklight hairline cracks can be detected in 
aircraft undercarriages, automotive steering systems and many other critical components upon which our lives may 
depend. In the field of forensics UV blacklight helps unearth vital evidence at crime scenes and plays an important 
role in identifying the cause of fires. The inspection of works of art under UV blacklight is a means of revealing 
imperfections and evidences of restoration, an important aspect of authentication for valuation and sale. 
 
Available in 2 feet and 4 feet length. Most suitable for any standard tubelight fitting.  2 lamps per pack. 

 
The special effects industry has embraced ultra violet blacklight for its ability to produce stunning visual effects as if 
by magic. Festival tented environments use UV responsive drapes, pop concerts use multi image 'trompe l'oeil' 
backdrops illuminated by UV and in night clubs UV is what makes your white clothes glow in the dark. 

 
Counterfeit money 
Invisible Ink Applications             
Motel / hotel cleaning/ bathrooms 
Art Fraud                                                         
Scorpion detection                      
Body painting                                                     
Science projects                               
Air conditioner leaks                         
Puppetry effects 
Glass curing 
UV nail curing 
Stage or parties 
Fluorescent Minerals 
Particulate Contamination 
Poster lighting 
Bio-terrorism training 
Auto lighting 
Inspecting dairy products     

Criminology 
Insect lures and glow fishing products 
Golf Balls at Night 
Glow paint effects 
Glow Cosmetics 
Postal Stamps 
Bowling Alleys 
Wristbands (Similar to hand stamping with added protection) 
Fun and entertainment; novelties 
Disco Lighting 
Photography 
Painting 
Marking items in manufacturing such as stitching points 
Diamonds eradiated improve clarity to pass as a more 
expensive diamond. 
Special marbles/Jars made containing uranium 
Mold Inspection 
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